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Today i want to tell you about my trip

to Crete in Greece. I went to this trip

with my family.  We where in Crete for

2 weeks and these weeks was on of

my best in my life. This trip was

organised by tour company because

of this. Trip was well organised and

we did a lot of things. We had time to

recharge our batteries. The sights we

saw wereq mind-blowing. I haven't

seen so unique houses and building in

my life. Our hotel was amazing. Whe

slept in private houses and nex to our

house we had big pool and 24/7 bar.

Where we could get free drinks and

food. 

From our house to sea where only 3 minutes and

water there was so warm so blue and shiny. I was

really amazed. We tried paragliding and the view

from sky to this island is something I cannot stop

thing about. There is no word for describing the

view.

We also rented  car for few days. So we could drive

to mountains and see Cretes unique and unspoiled

nature. Me and my dad went for small hike to

nearest mountains peak. On the walk back we went

off the beaten track. After drive to mountains we

went to nearest city where was local food festival.

There was foods i have't seen before.  We came

across a lot of different local foods. Like fishes and

vegetables. They tasted so good.  

Next week went went with bout to near island called

Santorini. It's Volcanic island but volcano is inactive

100 years but they still have earthquakes. I took

boat to volcano  and we could swam to It because of

water water was very warm like 30 °C. I jumped from

bout and swam and everybody started following

me. Because there was line to climb down. 

WHY YOU
SHOULD
VISIT CRETE

Unique and
Unspoiled views

Nice and sweet
people

Amazing
and delicious 
food

A lot of things to
do.

Amazing place
to relax and
recharge your
batteries

A reflection on this
coming season of
Lent (p.4)


